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It's a kind of magic
Mirror FX

The Philips 639 is a unique clamshell phone with its amazing outer screen "hidden" beneath a full-length mirror.

A Magical Experience

Bright OLED LCD sub-display

'Mirror FX magic display effect

Crazy animations for fun with your phone

Maximize your Multimedia Experience

MMS (Multimedia Messaging Service)

Mix your own polyphonic melodies and ringtones with BeDJ

TFT display with 65,536 gorgeous colors

32-tone rich polyphonic melodies
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Highlights Specifications

OLED bright display

OLED technology offers a super-bright display,

allowing better animation to share with others.

Mirror FX

Discover a magic screen with a special effect

hidden behind the mirror. Mirror FX magic

display effect uses a mirror to conceal an

external display screen. The display screen

reveals itself when the phone rings.

Crazy animations

Crazy animations allow you to either enjoy a

personalized alarm clock every 15, 30 and 60

minutes with a "crazy clock" gong or bells, or

to choose 1 of 5 animal animations (turtle, frog,

tiger, rabbit, or panda) to share smiles with

friends.

MMS messaging

MMS (Multimedia Messaging Service) allows

you to use your mobile phone to send and

receive pictures, video, and audio files with

your text messages.

BeDJ

The amazing BeDJ feature allows you to easily

create, enjoy, and share your own music mixes

anytime, anywhere for unlimited

creativity with this real, portable mixing studio.

Create your own sounds using predefined

styles provided by famous international DJs,

your phone's own polyphonic ring tones, or by

downloading content via WAP, infrared, or

MMS to mix up to 9 different tracks in real time.

65K color TFT display

Brilliant 65K color TFT display offers high

contrast and high brightness with 65,536

gorgeous colors and ultra fine pitch for clear,

bright color graphics and photos.

32-tone polyphonic melodies

32-tone polyphonic melodies can create

simultaneous tones of different notes using

MIDI format for more natural and realistic

musical results, sounding just like a small

orchestra of different instruments for

outstanding sound effects.

Picture/Display

Brightness: 100 cd/m²

Diagonal screen size (inch): 1.1 inch

Display colors: 4096

Display screen type: LCD TFT

LCD panel type: 80 x 48 pixels, 128 x 128

pixels

Lines of text: up to 9

Sound

Ringers: Polyphonic (32 tones)

Audio Playback

Audio supported formats: AMR, ADPCM,

Midi, SP-Midi

Still Picture Playback

Picture Compression Format: BMP, GIF (87a &

89a), JPEG

Dimensions

Antenna: external

Form Factor: Clam shell

Product dimensions (W x H): 43 x 79 mm

Power

Battery Capacity: 600

Battery Type: Lithium-ion

Talk time: up to 4 hours

Network Features

Voice Codec: FR/EFR/AMR

GPRS (Rx+Tx): Class 10 (4+2), Class B
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